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When two young boys playing in the woods discover a military bunker they unintentionally release
the ghost of World War II auxiliary soldier who mistakenly believes the Nazis have landed. Nothing to
redeem this catastrophe. The reason why extremely-low-budget British films are generally avoided
and laughed at. The concept for 'Aux' was a sort of interesting one, if in the danger of being silly. The
cover and advertising was quite advertising. And although John Rhys Davies has been in his fair
share of bad projects, he also has been in his fair share of good stuff too and he is a reliable actor
and my main reason for seeing it.
'Aux' for me was not a bad film, much better than has been said already (and certainly don't have
bias against low-budget British films, there are bad ones definitely but not all) and does have its
pros. It is far from great and has a lot of big problems that outweigh the pros, but there are far worse
films out there that are much more cheaply made, worse acted, less atmosphere, more intelligence
insulting and made with much less effort.
Best thing about 'Aux' is Davies, cast against type and giving a haunted performance that is different
from the usual authority figure or characters with a blustery nature. Actually generally found the
adult cast better than average.
Production values could have been worse, it at least looks coherent and there is slickness and
atmosphere. Parts do compel and unsettle, though they don't come consistently, the car crash and
bunker scene particularly as well as the gruesomeness of the killings.
However, 'Aux' does get off to a weak start. It is rather dull, inexperience does show in the acting
and the dialogue is particularly off in a script that feels awkward and underwritten. While the
production values as said above could have been worse, it can feel on the confined and too compact
side even if the bleak look does fit the concept. Effects are somewhat ropy.
Story does pick up a little after the shaky start, but does lack generally creepiness, tension and
suspense, let down by a pace that needed a tighten and too much talk. A few parts, like the out of
place picnic scene, come over as unintentionally funny and while 'Aux' does try to provide a reason
for the killings it was for me not an original or compelling one, and some of it veers towards being
too silly. The direction is uneven and other than Davies' character the characters are flimsily
developed.
Overall, not particularly good but could have been much worse. 4/10 Bethany Cox 646f9e108c
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